Re: Petitions to Board of Selectmen for Grant of Location Pole Attachment Small Cell Communications Equipment

Dear Board Members:

Cellco Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless has filed petitions to install small cell equipment on utility poles at seven specific identified locations in the town of Burlington. The petitions include detailed plans depicting the equipment to be installed and the location of the equipment on the utility pole. There is also a proposed Order and letter of authorization from the pole owner, Eversource Energy. For each location, Verizon Wireless has further provided a structural report certifying the capacity of the utility pole to support the proposed small cell equipment and a supporting Radio Frequency Affidavit to confirm network requirements.

As discussed at the July 16th hearing, it is not possible to provide a comprehensive list of potential future small cell locations. The deployment is based upon a number of factors including an ongoing evaluation of the network requirements and suitability of a small cell to address the service gaps in the town of Burlington. To address to the extent possible the question related to the potential scope of the small cell utility pole deployment, Verizon Wireless is providing an Area Terrain Map that includes the location of the seven small cells currently before this Board and the approximate location of seven additional areas that Verizon Wireless is currently seeking the deployment of small cell equipment. In reviewing the attached Area Terrain Map, each of the seven currently proposed small cells and the additional areas are designated by a blue dot with assigned site designator number.
The Petitioner looks forward to meeting with Board of Selectmen and continuing the presentation of its Petitions. Should you require any additional information, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

Very truly yours,

DUVAL & KLASNICK LLC

By: Daniel D. Klasnick
Attorney at Law